Whether you're new to electroencephalography or are looking to sharpen your EEG skills, this new 4th edition will be your go-to reference for EEG know-how.

Perfect for students, physicians-in-training, researchers, and practicing electroencephalographers who seek a substantial, yet practical compendium of the dynamic field of electroencephalography.

In addition to cogent text, enjoy illustrations, diagrams, and charts that relate EEG findings to clinical conditions. Established areas of clinical EEG are updated, newly evolving areas are introduced, and neurophysiological bases are explained to encourage understanding and not simply pattern recognition.

-Over 500 illustrations, figures and charts
- Chapters span the full range of EEG applications
- Demystifies advanced procedures and techniques
- Topics include intraoperative monitoring, ICU EEG, and advanced digital methods of EEG and EP analysis
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